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PUBLISHER’S NOTES
For the last 20 years, our company has published a journal

called Captain’s Log. While most of the pages in each issue cov-
ered our major games (Star Fleet Battles, Federation & Empire,
Federation Commander) space was devoted in each issue to
our other product lines, including one or two pages of material
for or about our Prime Directive line of RPGs.

The page or two of RPG material was never intended to
convince RPG players to buy Captain’s Log, but to simply show
our tactical starship combat players that we were doing RPGs
and that they had nothing to fear from them (and indeed might
find them to be interesting background reading).

Over time, this produced a conundrum in that RPG players
(understandably less than willing to buy 18 books costing $20 or
$25 apiece) had no access to that RPG material.

ABOUT THE STAR FLEET UNIVERSE
While the Star Fleet Universe is based on the Original Se-

ries of Star Trek, it has added a lot of additional material. It is also
more consistent and has a defined history. Any added material
fits into the established history, geography, politics, and technol-
ogy, unlike many Hollywood productions in which a new writer
(unaware of previous work) changes established concepts when-
ever the plot needs a way out of a corner.

As seen on the map on page 2, the Federation is a circular
area that almost touches the edge of the galaxy. (Most of the
center of the galaxy is impenetrable due to radiation.) The
Romulans are to the east and the Klingons are to the west. The
tiger-like Kzintis are to the northwest, while the dinosaurian Gorns
are to the northeast. The Tholians are on the edge of the galaxy.
Beyond the Klingons are the Lyrans, the WYN Star Cluster, the
LDR, and the Hydran Kingdom. Beyond the Romulans are the
ISC, who remained neutral during most of the history.

For more information, see our free PDF download Introduc-
tion to the Star Fleet Universe, available on e23 and DriveThru.

THINGS TO KNOW
The Star Fleet Universe includes many new concepts and

terms not familiar to Star Trek fans. We have listed a few of them
here for your convenience.

Day of the Eagle: The day the Romulans invaded the Fed-
eration, which on our calendar is 2 August, Y173. The story For
Duty, All Things takes place a few days after this invasion.

Day One: The day the Klingons invaded the Federation,
which on our calendar is the second of August, Y171. The story
A Call to Battle covers the first few days of August, Y171.

Empire Security Service (ESS): These are the Klingon
secret police, intent on rooting out corruption, treason, and cow-
ardice within the Klingon Empire. The problem is, the ESS can
sometimes be the most corrupt organization of them all.

Gorns: Seen on TV, these dinosaur-people are allied to the
Federation against their hated Romulan enemies. Skoleans
(members of the Federation) serve as the pilots of Gorn fighters
because, well, Gorns are just too big to fit in fighters.

Great House: One of the 20 or so families that run the Rom-
ulan Empire, each headed by a senator. These families control
vast wealth and are more like super-corporations owning hun-

PRIME SUPPLEMENTS
Check e23 and DriveThru in September 2013 for these:

Prime Supplement Zero-M (PD20 Modern) 8010M
Prime Supplement Zero-G (GURPS) 8010G

These supplements provide system specific game stats
for the Borak, phaser-IIIM, and key characters.See our Prime Directive rulebooks for species stats,

weapons, and game rules for each system.
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dreds of other corporations (not to mention entire planets). The
great houses maneuver their relatives into positions of power or
key positions on starship crews.

Klingon Empire: The Klingon Empire has absorbed many
planets with their own species and uses people from those spe-
cies in its military and in every phase of its economy. These “sub-
ject races” are not entirely trusted (and some of them turn out to
be disloyal) but the Empire uses them all the same. If the Klingon
Empire were the Soviet Union, the subject races might be con-
sidered the Ukrainians, Uzbeks, Tadjiks, and other racial minori-
ties. These subject races include the Dunkars (orange-skinned
humans who hold the highest positions below the Klingons),
Slirdarians (bear-apes used primarily as soldiers), Hilidarians (liz-
ard-men who serve as soldiers, sailors, and workers), Zoolies
(humanoids with astounding night vision who often serve in scout
and commando units, but might serve in any position), and
Cromargs (dwarves from a planet that destroyed itself in a nuclear
war, they are the top technicians in the Empire).

Kzintis: A species of tiger-like humanoids who run their own
empire. They fought the Federation in two previous wars, then
were forced to ally with the Federation to survive against the
more powerful Klingons and their Lyran allies.

Leopard Kings: Thousands of years ago, a race known only
as “the Leopard Kings” controlled the area that is now the Lyran
and Kzinti empires and was the ancestor (or creator) of both.
The Leopard Kings disappeared long ago, but apparently some
of the “house cats” living in our world today are in fact disguised
Leopard Kings who have near-magical technology. (That explains
so much about housecats who think they are gods.)

Lyran: A species of lynx-humanoids allied to the Klingons.
Lyran Democratic Republic: One of the 21 counties of the

Lyran Empire broke away to become independent. This was pos-
sible only because one of the major Lyran power factions liked
the idea of reducing the size of a rival faction.

Paladins: The Klingon Empire is essentially a dictatorship
and such empires have a constant fight against corrupt officials
misusing their power for their personal benefit. The Klingons fight
corruption in many ways, primarily with the ESS. The last line of
defense against corruption, treason, and incompetence are the
Imperial Paladins. Hand picked by the Emperor himself, these
are the trusted agents of the Emperor. The Squires Paladin are
investigators, while the higher ranking Knights Paladin can actu-
ally take action in the name of the Emperor, removing (and even
executing) traitors, cowards, and idiots from their jobs.

Seltorian: An insectoid species from the M81 Galaxy, the
former slaves of the Tholians who revolted against them.

Shields: A starship has six shields, each covering a 60° arc.
Each shield can be raised and lowered independently to facili-
tate transporter operations. Weapons can fire out from inside

shields without problems, and friendly shuttles maneuvering to
land on a ship are allowed to pass through small gaps in the
shields. Shields cannot be exanded to cover the arcs of down
shields, but in some cases power can be (slowly) transferred
from one to another.

Tholians: The Tholians arrived in our galaxy as refugees
from the M81 Galaxy, which they once ruled as brutal dictators.
They genetically engineered the insect-like Seltorians to be their
enforcers, but a flaw in the gene code allowed thousands of trai-
torous Seltorians to be born. When the Tholians fled to the Milky
Way, the Seltorians followed them.

Trivideo: The three-dimensional television programming that
provides most of the entertainment in the future.

Walkuria: One of the Klingon warrior colonies. Due to its
conditions, Klingons who grow up there are a bit stronger (and a
lot wilder) than other Klingons. They tend to have long (almost
shaggy) hair. Think of them as Klingon version of a motorcycle
gang, extreme sports afficianodoes, or maybe Texans.

Warrior Colony: Decades ago, the Klingons set up five
Class-M planets as “warrior colonies” which operate under mili-
tary control separate from the civil government. Warriors who
reach retirement age go there where they received a house and
either land to farm or money to start a business. Warriors are
often sent there on leave. Some warriors have spouses and fami-
lies on the warrior colonies. Many single Klingon woman are given
financial benefits if they agree to go to a warrior colony and bear
the children of warriors (who are visiting on leave). Warrior colo-
nies have grown to have large populations (well into the hun-
dreds of millions) and are home not just to military schools but to
military industry as well. Many warriors spend their surplus money
on stocks in these industries, increasing their retirement income.

WYN Cluster: A small but very rich empire (designated “W”
on the map) protected by radioactive walls. It is full of refugees
and renegades from the Kzinti, Lyran, and Klingon Empires. None
of the neighboring empires will allow any other to conquer it.

Y-Years: The chronology of the Star Fleet Universe is
counted from the time that Earth launched a warp-capable star-
ship and met the Vulcans. There is some dispute what year (in
our current calendar) that happened.

Zombies: Space is vast, and given thousands of planets
these walking undead just had to show up eventually.

ARTISTS
Simone Pike created the cover from artwork done by Mark Evans
(upper) and Dennis Calero (lower).
Alvin Belflower ...................................................................... 103
Loren Knight ............................. 15, 19, 23, 35, 38, 89, 129, 141
Dale McKee............................................ 39, 65, 73, 79, 96, 101
Adam Turner ............................................ 8, 42, 52, 60, 84, 138
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GAMES OF THE
STAR FLEET UNIVERSE

FEDERATION
COMMANDER

STAR FLEET
BATTLES

FEDERATION
& EMPIRE

http://www.starfleetgames.com/
federationandempire.shtml

http://www.starfleetgames.com/
starfleetbattles.shtml

http://www.starfleetgames.com/
federation/fed_command.shtml

The new fast-paced game of star-
ship combat. Starship cards are
full-color and laminated, allowing
multiple use with wipe-off markers.
Energy is spent “on the fly” as you
go through each turn as weapons
and other systems are used to at-
tack the enemy and to protect your
ship from attack. The counters
come as 1” full-color artwork, as
well as 1/2” multi-color graphics.
The hard-mounted map panels
provide two scales: 1.25” and 5/8”,
and include panels for planets, as-
teroids, and other features. Each
installment is linked to Booster
Packs for more ships and to
Squadron Boxes for matching pew-
ter starship miniatures. Start with
Academy ($25) or Klingon Border
($60) for fast and furious action.

The classic game of starship com-
bat, and the biggest-selling space-
combat game in the history of
wargaming. Winner of the 2006
Origins Hall of Fame award. Take
command of a starship, managing
energy, speed, shields, and weap-
ons as you out-think and out-shoot
the enemy in a warp-speed dog-
fight. Start with Basic Set and fly
the classic battles between Star
Fleet and their Klingon, Romulan,
and other enemies, allies, and neu-
tral powers. Then, the universe is
yours to explore. Dozens of expan-
sion modules, more than fifty em-
pires, thousands of ships, and hun-
dred of scenarios let you fully ex-
plore the farthest reaches of the
Alpha Sector and beyond, even
venturing to other galaxies.

The strategic game of total warfare
across the Alpha Sector, as the
Klingons and Romulans (and their
Coalition allies) try to crush the
Federation and its Alliance. Raise
taxes, then build your fleet. Ships
can be built, repaired, upgraded,
and converted, assuming that the
enemy does not destroy them first.
The basic game includes over a
thousand counters and a map
nearly four feet long. Six expan-
sions provide more wars, more
empires, more ships, and more
ways for players to seek galactic
supremacy. Start with the Federa-
tion & Empire core game, which is
due for an upgrade as the new
2010 edition with improved rules
and even more playing pieces than
ever before.
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BATTLE FORCE
CAPTAIN’S LOGCAPTAIN’S LOGCAPTAIN’S LOGCAPTAIN’S LOGCAPTAIN’S LOG

MAGAZINEMAGAZINEMAGAZINEMAGAZINEMAGAZINE
PRIME

DIRECTIVE

Fight the Klingons and Romulans
in a fast-playing card game! Play-
ers match the weapon cards in their
hands to the armament of the ships
in their fleets to deliver devastat-
ing attacks on the enemy. Fire-
power can be doubled by some
cards and are blocked completely
by others! Stock #5911, $22.95

http://www.starfleetgames.com/
sfbf.shtml

Captain’s Log includes fiction, new
ships, new scenarios, tactical ad-
vice, and updated rules for all of
our product lines. We also have
news of new releases, convention
news, questions and answers, and
much more. New issues appear
every May and November.
CL#47 is Stock #5747, $24.95.

http://www.starfleetgames.com/
captainslog.shtml

Travel to strange new worlds, meet
interesting new civilizations, and
bring home a few souvenirs. Play-
ers can be military, pirates, aca-
demics, journalists, government
officials, or anything else they want.
Books are available for GURPS,
d20, and d20 Modern, with new
RPG systems in preparation.

http://www.starfleetgames.com/
pdindex.shtml

STARLINE
MINIATURES

STAR FLEET  JOURNALSTAR FLEET  JOURNALSTAR FLEET  JOURNALSTAR FLEET  JOURNALSTAR FLEET  JOURNAL
PAPERBACK BOOKSPAPERBACK BOOKSPAPERBACK BOOKSPAPERBACK BOOKSPAPERBACK BOOKS

AND SO
MUCH MORE!

Well over a hundred ships for a
dozen empires are available in pre-
cision-scale pewter for gaming or
display. Check for the classic 2400
series and the new more detailed
2500 series miniatures.

http://www.starfleetgames.com/
miniatures.shtml

Our first book is a collection of tales
of the Klingon Empire. Our second
paperback, an anthology of tales
from the Romulan Empire, is in
preparation, and further volumes
are anticipated. Look for Stock
#2201, retail price $9.95.

Cloisonné pins, space campaign
rulebooks, on-line gaming (for SFB,
FC, and soon for F&E and the
SFBF card game), spare parts for
all of our games, and even spare
engines for miniatures.
store.starfleetstore.com/merchant2/




